Count down the cash drawer,
rebuild the float amount,
and process the deposit • Faster

all in less than two minutes!

• More Accurate
• Improved Loss Prevention

Shown
with optional
Space-Saving
System.
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Cash Till Processing
The entire operation is simpliﬁed and walks the operator
through easy and clear instructions. Processing your tills
has never been easier.

1
A JetSort®
coin sorter
featuring
a special
hopper takes
coins directly
from a till.

2
The Till Reﬁll
Kit sorts coins
back into their
respective
coin till areas.
This reduces
coin deposit
fees, as well
as rolled coin
purchases.

3
The JetScan
currency
scanner quickly
counts the
mixed currency
(no presorting
required) and
transfers the
count to the
JetSort providing you with
one concise
batch report.
TM

In a fraction of the time previously spent, your
till has been processed, ﬂoat amounts are set, and
deposits are prepared.

Receive detailed
reports of cash
count
At the end of every drawer
processing procedure, two
print-outs provide detailed
information on the coin and
currency count by denomination.
Also, the system prompts for
manual entry of any:
• Float amounts
• Skims
• Rolled coin
• Other items (coupons, checks)
Everything is detailed, totaled
and set up for your bank
deposit and ﬁling purposes.

Cash Drawer Processing System

How much time can be saved?
Manual
Process
Time it takes to balance
cash drawer *(in minutes):
Number of drawers daily
per location:
Time spent counting
drawers daily:

Cummins
System

10

2

x 15

x 15

150 minutes

30 minutes

* Based on timed observation in
fast-food restaurant environment

Time it takes to do a drop
(in minutes):

45

15

Number of daily deposits
per store:

x3

x3

135 minutes

45 minutes

Time spent counting
deposits daily:

Time savings using the Cummins
Cash Drawer Processing System:
SAVINGS:

3 hours,
30 Minutes
Per Day!

Provides efﬁciency,
security and more
time to manage
your business.

Beneﬁts of the Cummins Cash
Drawer Processing System
Dramatically reduce
cash drawer processing time
In less than 2 minutes, a cash drawer is counted
and balanced. Manual counts can take ﬁve times
longer, depending on the amount in the till.
Increase count accuracy &
eliminate human error
The accuracy of Cummins coin and currency
processing equipment is time-tested and proven
in hundreds of thousands of installations.
Improve loss prevention
The combination of equipment
accuracy, reduced time that employees have
the cash drawers, and the drawer identiﬁcation
printed out on the reconciliation receipt provides
an extremely high level of accountability.
Reduce deposit drop time
Floats, skims, rolled coin and totals are all easily
entered, making quick work of deposit drops.
Reduce coin deposit fees
As coins are counted by the JetSort, they are
returned into the correct coin slot in the same
drawer. Coin is recycled, saving on fees for
coin deposits and rolled coin purchases.
More time to devote to
customers and mission-critical tasks
With less time devoted to counting and
balancing cash drawers, you and your employees
can devote more time to the primary job:
providing excellent service to your customers.

CCummins
U M M I Cash
N S Drawer
CUMMINS-ALLISON
ProcessingCORP.
System

Cummins-Allison is a leading
manufacturer of high-speed coin
and currency sorting and counting
equipment. Since 1887, Cummins
has been supplying innovative and
useful products that recognize
and meet our customersʼ needs.
Much has changed since
Cummins-Allison started in 1887,
but our dedication to providing
customers with top quality
products, backed by exceptional
service, remains the cornerstone
of our company.

Local Service & Warranty Support

Shown
with optional
Space-Saving
System.

SPECIFICATIONS*

JetScan Currency Scanner
TM

Speed:

Up to 1,500 bills per minute

Accuracy:

99.99+%

Top Hopper Capacity:

300 circulated bills

Stacker Capacity:

150 circulated bills

Dimensions:

10.75" W x 12" D x 9" H

Weight:

15 pounds

JetSort ® Coin Sorter
6 coins (1¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢,
50¢ & $1 SBA/Golden Dollar)

Sorting Speed:

Up to 2,200 coins per minute

Dimensions:

10.5" W x 17" D x 10" H

Weight:

54 pounds

Sort Head Warranty:

10,000,000 coins

Printer
Type:

Space-Saving System
Overall Dimensions:
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subject to change without notice.
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Warranty and maintenance of Cummins
products are handled locally.
Cummins has factory ofﬁces in over
50 North American cities plus selected
dealers in additional locations.
This assures you of prompt,
professional and local support.

Coins Sorted:

US

